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[JP,08-076994,A] 

* NOTICES * 

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any 

damages caused by the use of this translation. 

1. This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect 

the original precisely. 

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated. 

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated. 

[Claim(s)] 

[Claim 1] A software license management method including the phase of setting the 

shellHife of the license which is the use right of a software application, the phase of 

setting the shelf-life of the authorization code which is the file for use consent 

acknowledgement verification which enables actual use of said software application 

within the limits of the shelf-life of said license based on a demand of a user, and the 

phase that generates said authorization code according to the demand period of said 

authorization code. 

[Claim 2] Said 1st phase is a software license management method according to claim 

1 which is what records a user name, an object application name, the license date of 

issue, and a license shelf-life. 

[Claim 3] Said 2nd phase is a software license management method according to claim 

1 or 2 which is what records the authorization code date of issue and an authorization 

shelf~life. 

[Claim 4] The software license management method according to claim 2 or 3 which 

will judge whether it has passed over the license expiration date if the license is set up 

to an applicable users demand application or it is set up when there is a renewal 

demand of an authorization code, and includes the authorization code date of issue, 

the phase which records an authorization code expiration date, and the phase which 

generates the authorization code according to an authorization code demand period 

about the updated authorization code if it is within a license expiration date. 

[Claim 5] If a license issue processing demand is made from a license management 

database, an input means, and said input means and an object application name and a 

demand user name are inputted From these input, judge whether a license is published 

or not, and in publishing As license issue processing, a demand user name, an object 

application name, The license expiration date inputted from the license date of issue 

and said input means is recorded on said license management database. Then, the 
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authorization expiration date inputted from the authorization code date of issue and 

said input means as authorization code issue processing is recorded on said license 

management database. A license authorization code issue means to store through the 

generated authorization code, When there is a renewal demand of an authorization 

code from said input means, said license management database to origin If the license 

is set up to an applicable users demand application or it is set up, will judge whether it 

has passed over the license expiration date, and if it is within a license expiration date 

The authorization code date of issue and an authorization code expiration date are 

recorded on said license management database about the updated authorization code. 

Software license management equipment which has a renewal means of an 

authorization code to record through the generated authorization code. 

[Claim 6] Software license management equipment according to claim 5 mounted in 

the stand-alone machine. 

[Claim 7] Software license management equipment according to claim 5 with which 

said input means is prepared for a user host, and said license management database, 

said license authorization code issue means, and the renewal means of an 

authorization code are prepared for the license management host connected to the 

network with said user host. 

[Detailed Description of the Invention] 

[0001] 

[Industrial Application] Especially this invention relates to the license approach which 

defines a period and enables use of a software application about the software license 

approach. 

[0002] 

[Description of the Prior Art] It is very important on an enterprise for the investment 

cost of development of a software application to reach an immense amount of money, to 

protect application as design property in that the extra sensitive information on a 

design is contained with the application in the CAD field of LSI further, for example, 

and to prevent a precision information leak in recent years. 

[0003] For the reason, mounting protection in a use conclusion of a contract (license 

agreement) and software is performed as a general measure as a means which protects 

software property and prevents unjust use. 

[0004] A license is making use of application into the license system based on a contract, 

and protects the right of a developing agency. Based on a use contract, license dues are 

imposed in many cases, and, thereby, development costs can be collected to application 
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development origin. Moreover, by doubling and offering AC (authorization code) which 

cancels protection, in case a user is provided with application, software protection can 

limit use cf the application conee™**d tn an authorization user, and can prevent an 

unauthorized use. 

[0005] Conventionally, this AC generates what confirms the period corresponding to a 

license period based on a license agreement, and provides the user with it. For example, 

JP,4-104325,A determined the expiration date of application at the time of a use 

contract, and has taken means to verify whether it can perform with reference to AC to 

whenever [ tool execution-time ]. Moreover, at JP,1-166218, A, an estimated usable 

period is set up at the time of a use contract, and also how the tool use frequency after 

contract term termination recovers costs is shown to the list in a contract term by 

setting the grace period after a term as the warning period list in front of a contract 

expiration term. 

[0006] 

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] Above-mentioned JP,4-104325,A; in 

JP,4-166218,A, the license period is defined based on the prior use contract, and each is 

single-engined management to it. Moreover, in them, as shown in drawing 5 , a license 

and AC actually carried on a user machine are under the same management. 

[0007] In using the application concerned further after contract termination for the 

reason, the procedure of renewal of a contract is stepped on again, AC corresponding to 

the license which updated and updated the license succeedingly is generated, and the 

time and effort of reproviding for a user occurs. 

[0008] When using a tool as evaluation or continuation employment, it is common to 

contract and repeat in the appropriate period which expects use. Furthermore, also in 

case the case where a tool is a large sum and license dues are large sums, and use 

frequency are divided over a short period of time, it is necessary to repeat a series of 

processings of renewal of a contract, and there is a problem that an updating man day 

occurs each time. 

[0009] The purpose of this invention is to offer the license management method and 

equipment which can respond to each user's applications, such as use frequency, a use 

period, etc. of a software application, finely, and offer AC by the minimum man day. 

[0010] 

[Means for Solving the Problem] The software license management method of this 

invention has the phase of setting the shelf*life of the license which is the use right of a 

software application, the phase of setting the shelf-life of the authorization code which 

is the file for use consent acknowledgement verification which enables actual use of said 
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software application within the limits of the shelf-life of said license based on a demand 

of a user, and the phase that generates said authorization code according to the demand 

period of said authorization code. 

[0011] Moreover, the software license management equipment of this invention If a 

license issue processing demand is made from a license management database, an input 

means, and said input means and an object application name and a demand user name 

are inputted From these input, judge whether a license is published or not, and in 

publishing As license issue processing, a demand user name, an object application name, 

The license expiration date inputted from the license date of issue and said input means 

is recorded on said license management database. Then, the authorization expiration 

date inputted from the authorization code date of issue and said input means as 

authorization code issue processing is recorded on said license management database. A 

license authorization code issue means to store through the generated authorization 

code, When there is a renewal demand of an authorization code from said input means, 

said license management database to origin If the license is set up to an applicable 

user's demand application or it is set up, will judge whether it has passed over the 

license expiration date, and if it is within a license expiration date The authorization 

code date of issue and an authorization code expiration date are recorded on said license 

management database about the updated authorization code. It has a renewal means of 

an authorization code to record through the generated authorization code. 

[0012] 

[Function] In the license management method of this invention, a license and AC are 

managed separately. That is, as shown in drawing 1 , a license shelf-life and AC 

shelf-life are set up separately (however, AC shelf-life is restricted within a license 

shelf-life). 

[0013] By this, only updating should be dealt with in the generation list of AC during 

the post-license shelHife when the license was once set up. 

[0014] 

[Example] Next, the example of this invention is explained with reference to a drawing. 

[0015] Drawing 3 is one example of this invention, and the block diagram of the 

software license management equipment mounted in the stand alone machine and 

drawing 2 are the flow charts of the license and AC issue processing performed with 

software license management equipment, and AC update process. 

[0016] The keyboard 1 for the software management equipment of this example to input 

a license issue demand, the renewal demand of AC, an object application name, a 

demand user name, etc., The license management DB(database) 2 on which a license 
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shelf-life and AC shelf-life are recorded, It consists of CPU3 which performs a license 

and AC issue processing, AC update process, etc., CRT4 which displays the contents of 

an input from a keyboard 1, the contents of license management DB2, etc., and a floppy 

disk (generation AC file) 5 by which generated AC is stored. 

[0017] Next, actuation of this license management equipment is explained. 

[0018] First, a license issue demand is inputted from a keyboard 1, and object 

application and a demand user are inputted (step 11). Decision processing of whether to 

publish a license is performed from these input (step 12). In publishing a license as a 

result, the license shelf-life based on a contract is inputted from a keyboard 1 as license 

issue processing, and it records the date of issue and the license expiration date of a 

user name, an object application name, and an issue license as license management 

DB2 on a magnetic disk (step 13). Then, as AC issue processing, AC shelf-life for which 

a user asks is inputted from a keyboard 1, and is recorded on license management DB2 

like the above of AC date of issue and the expiration date of Generation AC (step 14). 

Next, AC generation is performed and AC generated in the floppy disk 5 with which a 

user is provided is stored (step 15). 

[0019] Then, when there is a renewal demand of AC by continuation use of application 

etc., the renewal demand of AC is performed from a keyboard 1 (step 16). Next, it judges 

whether based on the information on license DB2, the license is defined to an applicable 

user's demand application, or it has passed over the license expiration date (step 17), 

and if it is within a license shelf-life, AC expiration date will be recorded on AC 

date of-issue list about updated AC at license management DB2 (step 18). Next, AC 

which described AC shelf-life is generated and it stores in a floppy disk 5 (step 19). 

[0020] Drawing 4 is other examples of this invention, and is the block diagrams of the 

software license management equipment connected to the network. 

[0021] In this example, the license management host 6 and the user host 7 are 

respectively connected to the network 8. A user interface program is carried in the user 

host 7, a user name and a demand tool name are specified in it, and the license 

management host 6 is accessed. License management DB2 and the program which 

performs AC generation / transfer processing of an applicable tool and a license 

management DB update process with reference to license management DB2 by access 

from the user host 7 are carried in the license management host 6. 

[0022] When there is an AC generation input request of an applicable tool from the user 

host 7, in the license management host 6, an applicable license exists with reference to 

license management DB2, and after checking an effective thing, AC carried out in the 

period demanded in the range within a license shelf-life as it is effective is generated, 
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the record is described to license management DB2, and the generation AC file 5 is 

transmitted to the user host 7. 

[Effect of the Invention] As explained above, this invention has effectiveness as taken 

below by setting up a license shelf-life and AC shelf-life separately. 

(1) It becomes automatable [ the renewal procedure of AC issue ] within a license 

shelf-life. 

(2) Recovery of the fine license dues according to the die length of the use period of 

application is possible. 

(3) It is applicable irrespective of the existence of a network environment. 

(4) Furthermore, by the network environment, it becomes possible, and the online AC 

automatic issue by access from a remote place follows, and the reduction of AC issue 

down stream processing of it is attained. 

[Brief Description of the Drawings] 

[Drawing ll It is drawing in this invention showing the relation between a license 

shelf-life and AC shelf-life. 

[Drawing 21 It is the flow chart showing processing of the software license management 

equipment of this invention. 

[Drawing 31 It is the block diagram of the software license management equipment of 

one example of this invention. 

fDrawing 41 It is the block diagram of the software license management equipment of 

other examples of this invention. 

[Drawing 51 It is drawing in the conventional technique showing the relation between a 

license shelf-life and AC shelf-life. 

[Description of Notations] 

1 Keyboard 

2 License Management DB 

3 CPU 

4 CRT 

5 Floppy Disk (Generation AC File) 

6 License Management Host 

7 User Host 

8 Network 

1119 Step 
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[Drawing 4] 
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[Drawing 5] 

[Translation done.] 
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